The integration of the self-psychological and cognitive-behavioural models in the treatment of borderline personality disorder.
The major focus of the non pharmacological treatment of borderline personality disorders is rapidly shifting from long term, psychodynamically oriented therapies to highly structured and explicitly operationalized cognitive-behavioural treatment models. The goal of these models is changing targeted maladaptive coping behaviour. This paper examines possible limiting factors to Linehan's model of dialectical behaviour therapy, based on the implications of self-definition-seeking behaviour which is commonly observed in these patients. The extent to which borderline patients' self-definition-seeking behaviour is exaggerated and unremitting in a therapeutic context identifies the primacy of these individuals' striving for self-cohesion. If this need is unrecognized and treatment strategies which address it are not incorporated, the success of cognitive-behavioural treatment models can be unnecessarily (and sometimes severely) compromised. A solution to this problem may lie in the integration of therapeutic principles derived from self-psychology. An outline of this theoretical model and its application in brief therapy on increasing self-cohesion are presented.